Application of global kinetic models to HMX beta-delta transition and cookoff processes.
The reduction of the number of reactions in kinetic models for both the HMX (octahydro-1,3,5,7-tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocine) beta-delta phase transition and thermal cookoff provides an attractive alternative to traditional multi-stage kinetic models due to reduced calibration effort requirements. In this study, we use the LLNL code ALE3D to provide calibrated kinetic parameters for a two-reaction bidirectional beta-delta HMX phase transition model based on Sandia instrumented thermal ignition (SITI) and scaled thermal explosion (STEX) temperature history curves, and a Prout-Tompkins cookoff model based on one-dimensional time to explosion (ODTX) data. Results show that the two-reaction bidirectional beta-delta transition model presented here agrees as well with STEX and SITI temperature history curves as a reversible four-reaction Arrhenius model yet requires an order of magnitude less computational effort. In addition, a single-reaction Prout-Tompkins model calibrated to ODTX data provides better agreement with ODTX data than a traditional multistep Arrhenius model and can contain up to 90% fewer chemistry-limited time steps for low-temperature ODTX simulations. Manual calibration methods for the Prout-Tompkins kinetics provide much better agreement with ODTX experimental data than parameters derived from differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements at atmospheric pressure. The predicted surface temperature at explosion for STEX cookoff simulations is a weak function of the cookoff model used, and a reduction of up to 15% of chemistry-limited time steps can be achieved by neglecting the beta-delta transition for this type of simulation. Finally, the inclusion of the beta-delta transition model in the overall kinetics model can affect the predicted time to explosion by 1% for the traditional multistep Arrhenius approach, and up to 11% using a Prout-Tompkins cookoff model.